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1. Introduction

This report is a summary of the current legal situation regarding the protection of trade secrets in Switzerland. Trade secrets protection first gained attention in Swiss law many years ago. Indeed, the Swiss Federal Supreme Court (hereinafter “the Supreme Court”) first ruled upon trade secrets protection in a decision in 1938.1

After first focusing upon the definition of trade secrets (Section 2), its legal framework will be analysed (Section 3). Following this, the report will deal with procedural aspects (Section 4). Afterwards, civil remedies and criminal penalties will be analysed (Section 5). A specific part will then be dedicated to the misuse of trade secrets protection (Section 6) and finally, know-how will be reviewed (Section 7).

2. Definition of Trade Secrets

The conditions of the definition described below are very similar to the three conditions of Article 39 (2) of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights of 1994 (hereinafter “TRIPS Agreement”) concerning protection of trade secrets. Hence, Switzerland, a member of the World Trade Organization, who administers the TRIPS Agreement, respects the standards provided by Article 39 (2) of the TRIPS Agreement.2

2.1. Conditions

The secret must be information which is not known or readily accessible - it must be objectively secret. The secret is absolute if only one person knows the secret. According to the Supreme Court, a relative secret has to be protected3 but only the owner of the secret and a restricted circle of people can know this secret.4 Neither legal provisions nor jurisprudence provide a definition of the number of persons that can know. In fact, according to the main legal literature, it is not necessary to focus on the number of persons knowing the secret.5 An important aspect is that the information must be kept out of the public domain. “Readily accessible” does not mean that the secret must remain in Switzerland.6 Moreover, according to the jurisprudence, the owner must have an interest in keeping the information secret7. In a decision discussing trade secrets, the Supreme Court referred to them as “information that may affect the profits of a business”.8 Therefore, this interest refers to a commercial value and does not concern an ideal interest.9 Disclosure of information, which would accelerate the development of a competitor’s product, would be a legitimate interest to keep the information secret.10

Finally, the owner of the trade secret must take reasonable steps to keep the information secret. According to the Supreme Court, the owner of the trade secret has to take positive measures preventing misappropriation of the secret. These measures have to be effective11 and are of a varying nature: they can be technical (e.g. secured access to rooms, passwords on computers, seals on documents, etc.), or contractual (e.g.

---

1 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 64 II 162 of 1 March 1938.
7 R. Schlosser, La protection des secrets économiques, CEDIDAC 2010, p. 81.
8 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 103 IV 283 consid. 2 b of 1 July 1977.
10 R. Schlosser, La protection des secrets économiques, CEDIDAC 2010, p. 81.
non-disclosure agreements). In an old decision, the Supreme Court found it insufficient that machines, in which the mechanism was supposed to be secret, were not put in a separate and secure room in the factory.12

2.2. Lack of a Uniform Terminology

Swiss law makes the distinction between commercial secrets and manufacturing secrets. This is, for example, the case with Article 6 of the Unlawful Competition Act of 19 December 1986 (hereinafter “UCA”) entitled “Misappropriation of manufacturing and commercial secrets”. Commercial secrets concern the company’s organisation (advertisement plans, business strategy, etc.) whereas manufacturing secrets focus on the process of product development (techniques, production process, etc.).13 The Supreme Court considers, for instance, that customer lists or information regarding advertisement strategy are commercial secrets.14

However, there is no homogeneity concerning the use of the terminology, neither in provisions nor in jurisprudence.15 Indeed, the Supreme Court describes trade secrets differently depending on the legal basis. In a 197716 decision concerning criminal law and unfair competition law, the Supreme Court described a secret as knowledge, which is not from “public notoriety”17 and is not reasonably accessible, whereas in a 201218 decision regarding labour law, it stated the secret also has to be specific.19 Another example of this lack of uniform terminology is the definition of secret given in criminal law. Based on Article 162 of the Criminal Code of 21 December 1937 (hereinafter “CC”), the Supreme Court describes trade secrets, in the criminal context, as information which is not known and readily accessible and must be kept secret because of their legitimate interest.20 Nevertheless, the same court provided a broader definition of trade secrets regarding Article 273 CC (industrial espionage): it concerns all acts of the economic life that must not be disclosed because of a legitimate interest.21

3. Legal Framework Concerning Trade Secrets

3.1. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Code of Obligations

3.1.1. Protection of Trade Secrets and Contractual Liability

Protection of trade secrets is deeply linked with the employment relationship. Therefore, several provisions of the chapter concerning employment contracts in the Code of Obligations of 30 March 1911 (hereinafter “CO”) are available for use in the protection of trade secrets.

---

12 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 88 II 319 consid. c 1 of 18 September 1962.
16 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 103 IV 283 consid. 2 b of 1 July 1977.
17 This notion of “public notoriety” is not defined. According to some authors, it means that everyone cannot discover easily the trade secrets. Intellectual efforts and costs are required in order to discover the secrets (in that sense: R. Schlosser, Les secrets économiques dans les relations de travail, les collaborations et les procès civils. In: La protection des secrets d’affaires, de Werra (ed.), Schulthess 2013, p. 67).
18 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 138 III 67 consid. 2.3.2 of 10 January 2012: « Pour être qualifiées de secrets d'affaires ou de fabrication, les connaissance auquelles par le travail doivent toucher à des questions techniques, organisationnelles ou financières, qui sont spécifiques et que l'employeur veut garder secrètes », R. Schlosser, Les secrets économiques dans les relations de travail, les collaborations et les procès civils. In: La protection des secrets d’affaires, de Werra (ed.), Schulthess 2013, p. 67.
21 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 65 I 47 of 6 March 1939.
Paragraph 4 of the Article 321a CO states that the employee has a duty of loyalty:

“For the duration of the employment relationship the employee must not exploit or reveal confidential information obtained while in the employer's service, such as manufacturing or trade secrets; he remains bound by such duty of confidentiality even after the end of the employment relationship to the extent required to safeguard the employer's legitimate interests”.

Hence, the employee must act in good faith during his employment and cannot disclose or use any secret learned from his employer. This obligation also remains valid after the termination of the employment contract, even without the conclusion of a non-compete clause.

As Article 321a (4) in fine CO instructs, this duty of loyalty is restricted “to the extent required to safeguard the employer's legitimate interests”. However, the employer has to prove the existence of legitimate interests and the judge performs a balancing test to of the different interests involved. Legitimate interests have been found to include the employee’s knowledge of the secrecy and the trust relationship between him and his employee. Work field of the employee and his remuneration have also to be taken into account. There is a doctrinal debate regarding the scope of the duty of loyalty after the end of the contract. Some authors believe that the former employee must not disclose and use secrets after the end of the contract, whereas other authors argue that the prohibition only concern disclosure of trade secrets because that would otherwise constitutes a prohibition of legal competition. As regards to the burden of proof set out in Article 321a (4) CO, the claimant must demonstrate that a trade secret concerning the business line of the employer has been unlawfully disclosed by the employee. He must also prove the causal connection between the trade secrets misappropriation and the harm suffered.

Referring to the employment contract, the simple agency contract provides that the protection of trade secrets is part of the agent’s duty of care. Article 398 paragraphs 1 and 2 CO states that, “The agent generally has the same duty of care as the employee in an employment relationship. The agent is liable to the principal for the diligent and faithful performance of the business entrusted to him”.

Article 340 (2) CO provides for the enforcement of a non-compete clause after the termination of the employment contract. This article states that,

“The prohibition of competition is binding only where the employment relationship allows the employee to have knowledge of the employer's clientele or manufacturing and trade secrets and where the use of such knowledge might cause the employer substantial harm”.

The non-compete clause must have a subject matter restriction, a time restriction (usually 3 years) and a geographical scope. As regards to the burden of proof set out in Article 340 (2) CO, the employer has to demonstrate that even after the termination of the contract, the trade secret still exists and must remain confidential. The claimant must also prove that there is a causal connection between the unlawful use or disclosure of the trade secret by the former employee and the harm suffered.

27 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 130 III 353 consid. 2 of 20 February 2004.
Other provisions of the CO deal with protection of trade secrets. For instance, a commercial agent has a duty of loyalty because he cannot use or reveal trade secrets learned during his contract. Indeed, Article 418d (1) CO states that,

“The agent must not exploit or reveal the principal’s trade secrets with which he has been entrusted or of which he became aware by reason of the agency relationship even after the end of the commercial agency contract”.

This prohibition is also effective after the end of the contract but the agent has to receive a special remuneration.

3.1.2. Protection of Trade Secrets and Corporate Law

Further provisions concern protection of trade secrets such as those focused upon limited liability companies (Article 697e (4), Article 717 (1) CO and Article 730b (2) CO) and the duty of loyalty and the prohibition to concurrence of company members are described in Article 803 (1) CO. Shareholders’ right to information and its restriction because of trade secrets protection are described in Article 697 (2) CO, Article 697e (1 and 2) CO and Article 730b (2) CO for limited liability companies and in Article 857 (2) CO for cooperative societies.

3.2. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Unfair Competition Act

Considering that a trade secret is important for its owner because it represents a competitive advantage, misappropriation of trade secrets is also punished through the UCA, which aims to ensure fair and undistorted competition in the interest of all parties.

Article 4 (c) UCA focuses on incitement of third parties to breach their duty of loyalty and to disclose trade secrets. This provision states the following:

“Acting unfairly is, in particular, whoever:

(…)
c. induces employees, agents or other auxiliary personnel to disclose or search out the manufacturing or business secrets of their employer or principal”.

Therefore, this provision forbids incitement of any employee, agent or ancillary person, who has a duty of loyalty, to disclose trade secrets of their employer or principal.28 This unlawful act does not require successful acquisition of the information, only the breach of contract by the employee is necessary.29

Article 5 (a) and (b) UCA concerns trade secrets as well as know-how30. This article states that,

“Acting unfairly is, in particular, whoever:

a. without authorisation, exploits the results of work entrusted to him, for example, tenders, calculations or plans;
b. exploits the results of work of another, for example, tenders, calculations or plans, although he must know that they have been handed to him or made available without authorisation”.

Article 5 (a) UCA punishes a person who exploits without any authorisation “results of work” entrusted to him.31 Use and industrial and/or commercial exploitation of an intellectual result of work is prohibited.32 Article 5 (b) UCA differs from Article 5 (a) UCA because it punishes a person exploiting the “results of work” of a third party. The person, who disclosed unlawfully the “results of work”, has breached his duty of loyalty.33 The list of examples of “results of work”, mentioned in the article, is not exhaustive and focuses on information which is

30 The notion of know-how will be analysed in the section 7 of this report.
31 T. Meili, Der Schutz von Know-how nach schweizerischem und internationalem Recht, Staempfli 2000, pp. 76-77.
not yet allowed on the market and is the results of intellectual efforts and costs.\textsuperscript{14}

Article 6 UCA, one of the main provisions regarding protection of trade secrets, concerns unlawful disclosure or use of trade secrets that a person uncovered or knew in a wrongful manner:\textsuperscript{35} This provision states that, “Acting unfairly is, in particular, whoever exploits or discloses to third parties manufacturing or business secrets which he searched out or learned about in any unlawful manner”. Unlike Article 4 (c) UCA, this article does not require a breach of contract. A person is punished if he unlawfully exploits or discloses a secret to a third party. According to the jurisprudence and the legal literature, theft and spying are covered by this article.\textsuperscript{36} As regards to the burden of proof set out in Article 6 UCA, the claimant must prove that the defendant unlawfully gained access to the trade secret and disclosed it to a third party or exploited it for his own ends.

If conditions of Articles 4 (c) or 6 UCA are not meet, Article 2 UCA may be useful for trade secrets protection:

“Any conduct or business practice which is deceptive or in another manner violates the principle of good faith dealing, and which affects the relationship between competitors or between sellers and purchasers, is unfair and illegal”.

This article is a “catch-all” clause and states that manners contrary to honest commercial practices or to good faith, and having an impact on competitors’ or on supplier-customer’s relationships, are unlawful. This general provision is useful for scenarios such as when a third party benefits from the employee’s disclosure of trade secrets even if the employee was not under a duty of confidentiality.\textsuperscript{37}

3.3. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Criminal Code

Article 162 CC concerns the unlawful disclosure and use of trade or manufacturing secrets:

“Any person who betrays a manufacturing or trade secret that he is under a statutory or contractual duty contract not to reveal,
any person who exploits for himself or another such a betrayal,
is liable on complaint to a custodial sentence not exceeding three years or to a monetary penalty”.

According to the first paragraph of Article 162 CC, a person commits a misdemeanour if he discloses a secret to a third party because it is a breach of a statutory or contractual duty.\textsuperscript{38} Nevertheless, the person cannot be sanctioned by this provision if he merely uses the secret without disclosing it to a third party.\textsuperscript{39}

The second paragraph of this provision concerns the sanction of a person, which gets the benefits for himself or for another person, from the breach of a statutory or contractual duty.\textsuperscript{40} The benefits consist of personal economic use of the secret. The offender does not need to receive the secret directly from the person who intentionally disclosed it as described in the first paragraph of Article 162 CC.\textsuperscript{41} The unlawful behaviour of the person also constitutes a misdemeanour. Intention as the subjective element is required for Article 162 CC.\textsuperscript{42}

Article 273 CC deals with economic espionage:

\textsuperscript{35} F. Dessemontet, Intellectual Property Law in Switzerland, 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed., Staempfli 2014, n°664.
\textsuperscript{36} R. Schlosser, La protection des secrets économiques, CEDIDAC 2010, p. 84.
\textsuperscript{37} F. Dessemontet, Intellectual Property Law in Switzerland, 2\textsuperscript{nd} ed., Staempfli 2014, n°684.
\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Ibid.}, at n°658.
\textsuperscript{39} C. Favre, M. Pellet and P. Stoudmann, Code pénal, Bis & Ter 2011, p. 437.
\textsuperscript{40} G. Stratenwerth and W. Wohlers, Schweizerisches Strafgesetzbuch Handkommentar, 3\textsuperscript{rd} ed, Staempfli 2013, p. 357.
“Any person who obtains a manufacturing or trade secret in order to make it available to an external official agency, a foreign organisation, a private enterprise, or the agents of any of these, or any person who makes a manufacturing or trade secret available to an external official agency, a foreign organisation, a private enterprise, or the agents of any of these, is liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding three years or to a monetary penalty, or in serious cases to a custodial sentence of not less than one year. Any custodial sentence may be combined with a monetary penalty”.

This provision only concerns offences committed against the Swiss economy, which therefore threaten the economic sovereignty of Switzerland. Unlike Article 162 CC, the offender does not necessarily have the duty to keep the information secret. The objective elements are the following: (i) economic information; (ii) try to obtain or to disclose the secret and (iii) the beneficiary has to be an external official agency, a foreign organisation, a private enterprise, or the agents of any of these. Subjective elements are the intention and purpose to disclose the information to the beneficiary. It constitutes a misdemeanor and neither damage nor threat of damages is required.

3.4. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Civil Code

Article 28 of the Civil Code of 10 December 1907 (hereinafter “CivC”) focuses on the rights relating to the personality:

“1. Any person whose personality rights are unlawfully infringed may petition the court for protection against all those causing the infringement.
2. An infringement is unlawful unless it is justified by the consent of the person whose rights are infringed or by an overriding private or public interest or by law”.

This provision was used in the past for trade secrets protection because these secrets were considered as information belonging to the personal sphere. Therefore, trade secrets benefited from the erga omnes effect of this provision. Nevertheless, now the Supreme Court tends to reject this protection arguing that economic interests are not the object of the protection granted under Article 28 CivC, which protects personality rights.

3.5. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Intellectual Property Acts


Article 65 (1) PatA restrains the right of a third party to have access to the documents concerning a patent application. This provision states that,

“Following publication of the patent application, any person may inspect the dossier. The Federal Council may restrict the right of inspection only if manufacturing or trade secrets or other overriding interests so require”.

---

43 Ibid., at 1642.
44 Ibid., at 1644.
45 Ibid., at 1642.
49 Swiss Federal Supreme Court’s decision ATF 114 II 91 consid. 6 of 24 March 1988: "Dem ist vorweg entgegenzuhalten, dass es grundsätzlich nicht geht, Lücken des Leistungsschutzrechtes auf dem Umweg über eine allgemeine Norm auszufüllen zu wollen; dies gilt in Bereichen wie hier umso mehr, als offensichtlich wirtschaftliche Interessen auf dem Spiele stehen und in Art. 28 ZGB keine Rechtsgrundlage für derartige Ansprüche zu erblicken ist".
Therefore, the Federal Council, which is the highest Swiss executive authority, can limit the access of third parties to the files regarding patent applications.  

Paragraph 2 of Article 89 of the Patents Ordinance states the person who brings a piece of evidence to the patent application can request that the document containing trade secrets is filed separately. Existence of this document is mentioned in the patent application.

Article 90 (2) of the Patents Ordinance provides that the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Propriety must hear from the patent applicant or the patent owner before granting the authorisation to access the document.

The Federal Act on Copyright and Related Rights of 9 October 1992 also has a provision regarding trade secrets protection. According to Article 51 (2) of this act, “collective rights management organisations are obliged to preserve trade secrets”. Paragraph 1 of this provision states that it is reasonably expected that users of works have to disclose trade secrets to collective rights management organizations. In return, these organizations must keep this information secret.

### 3.6. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Federal Act on Data Protection

According to Article 3 (a) of the Federal Act on Data Protection of 19 June 1992 (hereinafter “FADP”), trade secrets can be qualified as personal data because they are “information relating to an identified or identifiable person” and the identified or identifiable person can be a natural or legal person.

Article 4 (2) FADP states that data information must be processed lawfully, in a good faith and proportional and paragraph 3 of this article provides that, “Personal data may only be processed for the purpose indicated at the time of collection, that is evident from the circumstances, or that is provided for by law”.

Article 6 FADP forbids any disclosure of data abroad except if, for instance, this transfer endangers the data’s subject privacy or the data’s subject has given his assent.

The trade secrets protection is particularly effective if trade secrets are considered as personal data. Indeed, Article 7 FADP provides that the data processor has to adopt adequate technical and organisational measures to protect data and according to Article 10a (1) (b) FADP, the processing of personal data cannot be assigned to third parties by agreement or by law “if there is a statutory or contractual duty of confidentiality”.

### 3.7. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Federal Law on Banks And Saving Banks

According to Article 47 (1) (a) of the Federal Law on Banks and Saving Banks of 8 November 1934,

“Imprisonment of up to three years or fine will be awarded to persons who deliberately:

a. disclose a secret that is entrusted to him in his capacity as body, employee, appointee, or liquidator of a bank, as body or employee of an audit company or that he has observed in this capacity”.

Usually, the contractual relationship between the bank and its customer is qualified as a secret. According to DESSEMONTET, “this is a rare case of a provision punishing also the disclosure that takes place after the official or employer-employee relationship has been severed”.

---

51 Ibid.  
52 V. Salvadé, commentaire de l’article 52 LDA. In: Commentaire romand de propriété intellectuelle, de Werra and Gilliéron (eds.), Helbing & Lichtenhahn 2013, p. 457.  
53 Article 3 (a) FADP.  
3.8. Protection of Trade Secrets and the Collective Investment Schemes Act

Article 148 (1) (k) of the Federal Act on Collective Investment Schemes of 23 June 2006 deals with protection of trade secrets:

“Any person who willfully does any of the following is liable to a custodial sentence not exceeding three years or to a monetary penalty:

(...) k. discloses confidential client information that has been entrusted to a person in their capacity as a member of an executive or governing body, employee, agent or liquidator of a fund management company, or that such person has become party to in the course of their duties, even after termination of the official or contractual relationship or the professional activity”.

The breach of this provision constitutes a misdemeanour.

4. Procedural Aspects

4.1. Measures to Ensure Confidentiality During Civil Proceedings

Each party to a case has the right to be heard. This fundamental right is provided for under Article 29 (2) of the Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation of 18 April 1999 and under Article 53 (1) of the Civil Procedure Code of 19 December 2008 (hereinafter “CPC”). The right of parties to participate in the taking of evidence (Article 155 (3) CPC) is part of the right to be heard.

However, Article 156 CPC states that, “The court shall take appropriate measures to ensure that taking evidence does not infringe the legitimate interests of any parties or third party, such as business secrets”. This provision allows the court to take appropriate measures in order to protect trade secrets. It does not restrain the right of the parties to be heard.57

For example, Article 54 (3) CPC limits the publicity of proceedings; “Proceedings may be held completely or partially in camera when required by public interest or by the legitimate interests of a person involved”. Protection of trade secrets is one of these legitimate interests.

Moreover, the court can restrain access to the case files (Article 53 (2) CPC). Indeed, this provision states that the parties “have in particular the right to consult the case files and to obtain copies thereof provided this does not conflict with overriding public or private interests”. The court has the possibility to order the blacking out of confidential documents.58

The court can also restrain a party from participating in the taking of evidence.59 This restriction can affect testimony of a witness60, submission of an expert’s opinion (Article 187 CPC) and the record of a party (Article 193 CPC). An expert witness can participate in an inspection (Article 180 CPC ss) in the context of a precautionary taking of evidence.61 The expert witness will issue a record (Article 182 CPC), which will not include trade secrets.62

57 Ibid.
58 Ibid., at n°1366.
61 M. Vetter, Protection of Business Secrets in proceedings before the Commercial Court of the Canton of Aargau, presentation at
The party which wants to protect its trade secret must request a specific and proportionate measure at the earliest stage of the proceedings (i.e. in first legal statement).  

A balancing of interests between the protection of trade secrets and the interest of a party to take evidence is required before the court orders an interim measure. Thus, the owner of a trade secret has to show credibly that an interim measure is needed. The relevance of the secret has to also be taken into account. Indeed, it is easier to obtain an interim measure if the secret concerns minor aspects of the matter in dispute.  

The CPC is not the only act to care about trade secrets during civil proceedings. The Federal Supreme Court Act of 17 June 2005 also deals with that through Article 56 (2) and (3). Paragraph 2 of this article provides that the Supreme Court can restrain access for parties to the taking of evidence when it is required by a public or private interest. Trade secrets are an example of overriding private interests. Paragraph 3 adds that the Supreme Court must inform the adverse party concerning the file case and must give her the possibility to provide evidence. Therefore, the constitutional right to be heard is safeguarded. This limitation can be also found in other provisions (e.g. Article 28 of the Federal Act on Administrative Procedure of 20 December 1968, hereinafter “APA”).  

Several provisions in the PatA also concern protection of trade secrets because trade secrets play a major role in proceedings concerning patents. Article 68 PatA, for instance, focuses on the safeguard of manufacturing or trade secrets:

“The parties’ manufacturing or trade secrets must be safeguarded. Evidence which would disclose such secrets may be made available to the other party only to such an extent as is compatible with the safeguarding of the secrets”.

This provision, in addition to Article 156 CPC, Article 102 (1) CrimPC and Article 108 (1) CrimPC, protects trade secrets. In order to demonstrate the violation of the patent, the claimant might, for example, disclose the manufacturing process linked to the patent and the sales revenues obtained thanks to this process. Hence, in order to avoid such a situation, trade secrets must be protected.  

Finally, protection of trade secrets also helps to fight against “fishing expeditions”, which are prohibited in Switzerland. Indeed, the claimant has to accurately indicate evidence that he wants to take and therefore, cannot have access to all evidence in the file. Article 77 PatA focuses on interim measures and is one of the common provisions for protection in civil as well as criminal law. Restriction of access to evidence is described in paragraph 3:

---


63 M. Vetter, Protection of Business Secrets in proceedings before the Commercial Court of the Canton of Aargau, presentation at the AIPPI Swiss Day 2015.


“If the opposing party claims that a manufacturing or trade secret is involved, the court shall take the necessary measures to safeguard it. It may exclude the applicant party from participating in the procedure for making the description”.

The applicant party must demonstrate the existence of a secret. Unlike what is put forward in paragraph 3, claiming that a trade secret is involved is not enough to obtain an interim measure. The prohibition does not affect the lawyer or the patent attorney of the applicant party because their advices might help the court. Therefore, the interest of the opposing party to safeguard its secret and the interest of the applicant party to prove the patent infringement will be preserved. Paragraph 5 of Article 77 PatA adds that, “Before the applicant party is notified of the description, the opposing party shall be given the opportunity to comment”. The opposing party can black out some parts of the description. Afterwards, the court gives a report of the description with the blacking out to the parties.

4.2. Measures to Ensure Confidentiality During Criminal Proceedings

Several provisions protect trade secrets during criminal proceedings. Article 102 (1) of the Criminal Procedure Code of 5 October 2007 (hereinafter “CrimPC”) in regards to applications to inspect case documents states that, “The director of proceedings decides on whether case documents may be inspected. He or she shall take the measures required to prevent abuses and delays and to protect legitimate interests in confidentiality”. These measures can be, for instance, restriction on disclosure of case documents or prohibition for the claimant to make copies of the case documents.

Article 108 (1) (b) CrimPC restrains the right to be heard:

“The criminal justice authorities may restrict the right to be heard if:

(…) b. this is required for the safety of persons or to safeguard public or private interests in preserving confidentiality”. The protection of trade secrets is an example of safeguard of private interests.

Article 173 (2) CrimPC provides that,

“Persons entrusted with other confidential information protected by law are required to testify. The director of proceedings may relieve them of the duty to testify if they are able to establish that the interest in preserving confidentiality outweighs the interest in establishing the truth”.

Whereas Article 173 (1) CrimPC focuses on a person, who has a duty of professional secrecy, paragraph 2 of Article 173 CrimPC concerns the owner of a trade secret. He can refuse to testify if he demonstrates that the protection of the trade secret is more important than the interest in establishing the truth.

Article 246 CrimPC deals with search of records and recording: “Documents, audio, video and other recordings, data carriers and equipment for processing and storing information may be searched if it is suspected that they contain information that is liable to seizure”. A search can be an issue for the owner of a trade secret or for third

70 R. Schlosser, commentaire de l’article 77 LBI. In: Commentaire romand de propriété intellectuelle, de Werra and Gilliéron (eds.), Helbing & Lichtenhahn 2013, p. 2053.
71 Federal Patent Court’s decision S2012_0007 consid. 5 of 14 June 2012 (The Swiss Federal Patent Court is the Confederation’s court of first instance for litigation concerning patents); R. Schlosser, commentaire de l’article 77 LBI. In: Commentaire romand de propriété intellectuelle, de Werra and Gilliéron (eds.), Helbing & Lichtenhahn 2013, p. 2054.
parties. Hence, Article 264 (1) CrimPC gives details of information, that cannot be seized: 76 documents used in communications between the accused and his or her defense lawyer; 77 personal records and correspondence belonging to the accused if the interest in protecting his or her privacy outweighs the interest in prosecution 78 or items and documents used in communications between the accused and people who may refuse to testify in accordance with Articles 170-173 CrimPC and who are not accused of an offence relating to the same case. 79 The owner of a trade secret must request a sealing order from the court as soon as possible (Article 248 CrimPC). 80

4.3. Measures to Ensure Confidentiality During Administrative Proceedings

The APA also provides an exception of the right for parties to participate in the inspection of the files. Indeed, Article 27 (1) (b) and (2) APA states that,

“1) The authority may refuse to allow the inspection of the files only if:

(…)

b. essential private interests, and in particular those of respondents require that secrecy be preserved.

2) Any refusal to allow inspection may only extend to the documents that must remain confidential”.

Therefore, the administration or the court, may limit the right of inspection of the files if an essential private interest requires it. 81

According to Article 28 APA,

“If a party is refused the right to inspect a document, this document may be relied on to the prejudice of that party only if the party has been notified by the authority either verbally or in writing of the content of the document that is relevant to the case and the party has been given the opportunity to state his position on the document and to provide counter evidence”.

A partial right to inspect the files exists because access to the majority of the files cannot be restrained due to the lack of essential private interests. 82 Article 7 (1) (g) of the Federal Act on Freedom in the Administration states that, “The right of access shall be limited, deferred or refused if such access to an official document: (…) g. is likely to reveal professional, business or manufacturing secrets (…)”

Article 25 (4) of the Federal Act on Cartels and other Restraints of Competition of 6 October 1995 (hereinafter “CartA”) focuses on the restrain of publication by the competition authorities: “The competition authorities' publications may not reveal any business secrets”. Therefore, the privacy of trade secrets may restrain the Swiss Competition Commission’s publication scope. 83

As regard to customs procedure, all intellectual property acts provide rules to secure trade secrets. For example, Article 86e (2) PatA states that, “The declarant, holder or owner may request to be present at the inspection in order to safeguard his manufacturing or trade secrets”. The same formulation is found at Article 77b (2) of the Federal Act on Copyright and Related Rights, Article 72b (2) of the Federal Act on the Protection of Trade Marks of 28 August 1992 and Article 48b of the Federal Act on the Protection of Designs of 5 October 2001.

77 Article 264 (1) (a) CrimPC.
78 Article 264 (1) (b) CrimPC.
79 Article 264 (1) (c) CrimPC.
80 C. Chirazi, commentaire de l’article 246 du code de procédure pénale suisse, Kuhn, Jeanneret (eds.), Helbing & Lichtenhahn 2011, p. 1133.
4.4. Measures to Ensure Confidentiality During Extra-Judicial Proceedings

According to Article 44 (1) of the 2012 Swiss Rules of International Arbitration by the Swiss Chambers of Commerce Association for Arbitration and Mediation, the parties have to keep all awards, orders and other material submitted by another party during the proceedings confidential. Therefore, this article highlights that confidentiality is one of the main characteristics of arbitration.\(^\text{84}\) Paragraph 1 of Article 44 deals with confidentiality of the arbitral proceeding. Paragraph 2 concerns confidentiality of the deliberations and paragraph 3 focuses on publication of awards and orders.\(^\text{85}\)

The 2007 Swiss Rules of Commercial Mediation by the Swiss Chambers of Commerce Association for Arbitration and Mediation also contain a provision regarding confidentiality during the proceedings in Article 18.

5. Remedies to Trade Secret Misappropriation

5.1. Civil Remedies

Swiss law provides several types of remedies in case of a trade secret misappropriation.

The owner of a trade secret can obtain compensation for damages. He has to establish damages, a causal connection between the activities and damages and the offender’s fault. However, if that is too complex, the court calculates it taking into account the usual course of events.\(^\text{86}\) The owner of a trade secret can obtain damages based on the losses incurred and lost profits but cannot receive punitive damages as they are forbidden in Switzerland.\(^\text{87}\)

The owner of a trade secret can also ask for an account of profits. He has to prove the existence of an infringement, the offender’s profits, the causal connection and the offender’s bad faith.\(^\text{88}\)

Finally, the owner of a trade secret can introduce a claim based on unjustified enrichment. The claimant must demonstrate that the defender illegitimately used the trade secrets and was enriched through the use of the trade secret.

As regard to competition, all of these types of damages can be cumulative.\(^\text{89}\) Indeed, according to Article 9 (3) UCA, the claimant can “sue for damages and compensation, and petition for disgorgement of profit pursuant to the provisions of the Code of Obligations on conducting business without a mandate”. The UCA expressly provides for the possibility of the owner of trade secrets to obtain compensation for the moral prejudice suffered.

5.2. Criminal Penalties

Article 162 (3) CC states that the offender will be punished with at least three years of imprisonment or will have to pay a fine.


Article 273 (3) CC provides for at least three years of imprisonment or a monetary penalty. However, in serious cases, custodial sentence of not less than one year can be applied. According to the jurisprudence, in serious cases, the court must appreciate the situation based on the secret’s importance and the resulting danger.  

Article 23 (1) UCA states that persons who intentionally breaches Articles 4, 5 and 6 UCA can, on complaint, be punished by imprisonment or by a fine. “Anyone who intentionally commits an act of unfair competition as defined in Art. 3, 4, 4a, 5 or 6, shall, upon petition, be punished with at least three years of imprisonment or a fine”. Therefore, these provisions grant civil sanctions as well as criminal penalties.  

6. Misuse of Trade Secrets Protection  

Swiss law does not provide specific rules for combating the misuse of a trade secret by its owner. However, some provisions concerning competition law may be helpful. Misuse of trade secrets protection may be seen as an abuse of a dominant position.  

Article 7(1) CartA states that, “Dominant undertakings behave unlawfully if they, by abusing their position in the market, hinder other undertakings from starting or continuing to compete, or disadvantage trading partners”. Therefore, a company, which misuses the trade secrets protection, can be punished through the CartA because the abuse of a dominant position, based on the misuse of the trade secrets protection, restricts competitors’ access to the market. Moreover, the company’s behaviour is not based on legitimate business reasons. According to Article 12 (1) CartA, the civil remedies consist of, “the elimination of or desistance from the hindrance, damages and satisfaction or surrender of unlawfully earned profits in accordance with the provisions on agency without authority”.  

Another helpful provision is Article 2 UCA because it punishes actions contrary to honest commercial practices or to good faith, and having an impact on competitors’ or on supplier-customer’s relationships (supra Section 3.2.).  

7. Know-How  

7.1. Definition of Know-How  

As is the case with trade secrets, know-how is not clearly defined in Swiss law. The legal literature describes know-how as a combination of knowledge and experiences of, for example, a technical, commercial or financial nature. Know-how is, on the one hand, not necessarily secret but is, on the other hand, not readily accessible.  

Know-how can be distinguished from trade secrets because it is directly applicable to fabrication and/or commercialisation of goods or services. It does not, for example, concern information regarding the financial health of companies. Nevertheless, the distinction between know-how and trade secrets appears to be quite
artificial because know-how is mainly protected though the provisions which protect trade secrets (supra Section 3.2. Article 5 (a) and (b) UCA).

7.2. Contractual Protection of Know-How

Know-how is mainly protected through contract law. In practice, know-how can be, for instance, included in a confidentially clause of an employment contract or a licensing agreement. Know-how can also be the object of specific confidentiality agreements: for instance, a non-disclosure agreement or a know-how license agreement...

In the case of a know-how license agreement, parties must take appropriate measures in order to protect confidentiality. They must define with great accuracy know-how, the duration of know-how and the scope of know-how. Finally, the parties must describe the various assumptions of termination of the agreement and the fate of know-how after the end of the agreement. If the agreement is deficient regarding protection of know-how, the parties must rely on legal provisions in order to deal with this issue. In case of a breach of the agreement, reparation of a trade secret misappropriation in natura is prohibited. The best way to obtain reparation is to provide a contractual penalty in the agreement (Article 160 CO ss). Because of this contractual penalty, the infringer must pay damages.

8. Conclusion and Personal Reflections

The Swiss framework for the protection of trade secrets is fairly robust thanks to various provisions in unfair competition law, labour law, criminal law, etc.

However, this proliferation of articles also represents a weakness and legal security is affected because of the lack of a uniform terminology. As described above (supra Section 2.2.), the jurisprudence defines the scope of protection of trade secrets differently depending on the legal basis. Hence, possible improvements could be made, which would bring more clarity concerning protection of trade secrets. It is likely that a unique legislation regarding trade secrets protection would not be the best approach but the reworking of the current provisions, especially in labour and criminal law, with more precision concerning the scope of protection of trade secrets would be advisable.

The generic term of “trade secret” which would include business secrets and manufacturing secrets, should be mentioned in all provisions regarding the protection of trade secrets because the word “trade” encompasses all types of secrets playing a crucial economic role for its owner.

---
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The scope of Article 321a (4) CO should be developed. Indeed, this provision does not indicate if an employee can or cannot exploit the secret after the termination of the contract.

Moreover, it would be advisable to include exceptions concerning the lawful acquisition, use and disclosure of trade secrets in the relevant provisions. These exceptions should, for example, concern legitimate whistleblowing and reverse-engineering. Hence, this improvement would reinforce the balance between promotion of innovation, competitiveness and protection of the right for third parties to lawfully acquire, use and disclose trade secrets.

Finally, a clear distinction should be made between trade secrets and know-how because the current situation regarding the terminology of know-how is not satisfactory.

* * *